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The Norwegian CCUS Association
Launch
 By the Norwegian Polytechnic Society

 6 February 2019

Activities
 4-6 public meetings per year

 Interaction with other networks under the Norwegian 
Polytechnic Society

 Dialogue with private and public decision makers

 Interaction with other CCUS clubs and associations

 Newsletters

 Website

 Public statements

 Action or activities based on input from members
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At a glance
What
 Politically independent, non-commercial and 

interdisiplinary network, 

 Inspires a science-based and sustainable 
development, through technology and 
entrepreneurship

Membership
 Both for organizations and individuals

 Open to anyone with an interest in CCUS, 
gathering industry, academia, NGOs etc.

 Gives access to the other networks under the
Norwegian Polytechnic Society

 Includes events and updates

Why
 Transform the Norwegian CCUS start-up lab to an 

industrial cluster

 Build support and understanding for CCUS

 Demonstrate industrial progress, potential and 
transfer-value for CCUS, nationally and internationally

 Contribute to positive investment decisions in 
2020/2021 for the Norwegian full-scale demonstration
CCS project

How
 Networking and match-making

 Sharing of knowledge, results and experience

 Platform for innovative thinking and discussion



Board of Directors

 Compact Carbon Capture (3C) 
 Equinor
 Fortum Oslo Varme
 IOM Law
 Norcem/HeidelbergCement
 NORSAR



Collaboration with other clubs and associations
Who

 Both national, regional and international

 Member-based and NGOs

Why
 Sharing and disseminating knowledge, experience and results

 Impact

 Acceptability

 Support a growing and necessary industry

How
 Sharing news and updates

 Events and match-making

 Statements

 Dialogue with decision-makers
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Norway’s Polytechnic Society
 Norway’s Polytechnic Society is the member network that 

inspires a science-based and sustainable development, 
through technology and entrepreneurship since 1852.

 The Polytechnic Society is independent, interdisciplinary 
and non-commercial, and has over 2000 personal, 
corporate and organizational members.

 The Polytechnic Society is made up of professional 
networks with their own boards, that provide high quality 
and relevance. The member networks provide meeting 
places, projects and partnerships across sectors.

 HM The King Harald and HRH the Crown Prince Haakon 
are honorary members, and HM The King grants the 
Polytechnic Society's President and Secretary-General 
audience at the Royal Palace twice a year.

 The years to come will be about creating solutions for the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals through technological 
advances, good governance and partnerships locally and 
globally. With 167 years of vitality, the Polytechnic Society 
is well equipped for the task.



https://www.polyteknisk.no/polynettverk/pf-norsk-
forening-for-co2-handtering/

polyteknisk@polyteknisk.no

Contact and more information

Ingvild Ombudstvedt
Chair, Norwegian CCUS Association

iom@iomlaw.no
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